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Smith: The End 

Thank you, Canes fans! 

By Michael Smith 

I often find that crafting the ending of a story is one of the 
more satisfying experiences in the writing process. 

Except this time. 

Maybe because this is my story, and I'm hyper-conscious of 
the inherent navel gazing that will likely accompany that. 

Maybe because this column, inevitable for the last decade as 
it might have been, was one I was hoping to shove off for as 
long as possible. 

Maybe because this is the end for me and my time with the 
Carolina Hurricanes. I've been barreling toward this day for 
weeks, but now it's here. Now it's real. And this is it. 

I don't want to oversaturate this column with platitudes or 
cliches, but I suppose those are somewhat inevitable in 
goodbyes. 

So, here goes nothing. 

For the last 10 years (plus another season as "Mike the 
Intern," or "MTI" for short), I've had the best job in the world. 
Childhood Michael is probably furious with Adult Michael 
right now. 

As a kid (read: nerd), I tinkered with creating websites on 
Yahoo! Geocities, and I've loved writing for as long as I can 
remember. I fell in love with hockey when the Hurricanes 
arrived in North Carolina in 1997, just a short half-hour drive 
from my childhood home. My dad recalls a story of when I 
ran back into Greensboro traffic in an attempt to fetch a 
Canes hat that flew off my head while crossing the street 
outside the Coliseum, but I don't remember that. 

I do remember Game 5 of the 1999 Eastern Conference 
Quarterfinals. It was late on a Friday night and might have 
very well been early Saturday morning by the time the game 
ended. My sister was asleep at the end of our row in the 
lower-level corner, but I was still riding the high of Sami 
Kapanen's game-tying goal late in regulation. That was, of 
course, until Anson Carter crushed my spirits with the game-
winning goal in the last six minutes of the second overtime. 
Game 6 back in Boston was a mere formality, really. 

So, being able to manage Hurricanes.com, write about the 
team, and, in essence, be a part of the team, has been a true 
dream job. I've been pinching myself ever since ditching 
sandwich artistry. 

I don't think I could have ever imagined the breadth of 
insanely cool experiences I'd be privileged to enjoy. All-Star 
Weekend in Raleigh was unquestionably the highlight of my 

intern season - and really, my time with the team as a whole. 
The end of that season was, well, not one of the highlights, 
but I knew I didn't want it to end there, and thankfully it didn't. 

I've been to All-Star Weekends in Nashville, Los Angeles 
(with Snoop Dogg!), Tampa, San Jose and St. Louis. I'm 
already regretting missing out on Las Vegas. I've been to 
drafts in Pittsburgh, New Jersey, Philadelphia, Sunrise, 
Buffalo, Chicago, Dallas and Vancouver. I've visited all 30 
other NHL cities (also already regretting missing out on 
Seattle) and been to even more buildings - the now-defunct 
Joe Louis Arena, Rexall Place, Barclays Center and Nassau 
Coliseum among them. I watched as a small town got a taste 
of the big leagues in Marquette, Michigan. I fell in love with 
Traverse City over and over again. Banff was a road trip 
detour that would never be topped. 

Between Raleigh and all those miles logged, I wrote 
thousands of stories and recorded close to 200 podcasts. 
There were triumphs and shortfalls, comebacks and injuries 
and everything in between. I was honored to tell the stories 
of Jorge Alves and David Ayres. Sometimes I got to do fun 
things on camera, like eat Girl Scout cookies with Anton 
Khudobin and Andrej Nestrasil or drink beers with Calvin de 
Haan. 

The Stanley Cup Playoffs were an experience like no other. I 
was a fan in the stands in 2009 when Jussi Jokinen deflected 
the puck past Martin Brodeur with 0.2 seconds left on the 
clock. The many playoff-less seasons that followed were 
painful. Heartbreak after heartbreak. Seeing, hearing and 
feeling the raw emotion of the fanbase in 2019 is something 
I'll never forget. That run to the Eastern Conference Final 
was pure magic. The bubble was unique in its own way, and 
the 2021 season was a wild ride from start to finish. 

Even more memorable than all of these moments, though, 
are the people I experienced them with. 

Working in sports isn't always as glamorous as social media 
might make it seem. The hours are long and odd. Nights and 
weekends? What are those? And don't think we're in it for 
the money. We do it for the love of the game, and for you, 
the fans. 

And the people make it all worth it. 

When I was "MTI," I was just happy to be there, but my 
coworkers made me feel as if I belonged. Returning in a full-
time role just a handful of months later felt like returning 
home. 

1400 Edwards Mill Road was, essentially, my home. During 
the season, my co-workers were my family, and I'm so 
thankful for the lasting friendships I've formed, not only in 
Raleigh but around the globe. 
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Thank you to everyone who has read or listened or watched 
or consumed anything I've put into the universe over the last 
decade. The digital landscape has shifted so drastically in 
my time with the team, but I like to think we did some really 
good work, and my hope is that we, in some form or fashion, 
brought you closer to the team you love. That's something 
Childhood Michael would be proud of. 

I'm confident the Canes are poised to succeed on and off the 
ice, and I'm excited to see what the future holds. 

As for what's next for me: TV's Mike Maniscalco dubbed me 
"The Web's Michael Smith," so, naturally, I'm remaining in 
the digital content space but doing so outside of the sports 
world. I'll still be local, and you'll likely find me enjoying a cold 
Storm Brew or two at PNC Arena this upcoming season. I'm 
looking forward to the tailgates and to just being a fan again. 

If you've made it this far in what is surely an overwrought 
goodbye column, we've reached the end of The End, what's 
supposed to be one of the more satisfying experiences in the 
writing process. It is, if nothing else, a relief to be here - I 
honestly wasn't sure what this would look like or how we'd 
get here, but we made it. 

It's satisfying to know I got to live a dream, and based on the 
overwhelming outpouring of kind words this week, it's even 
more satisfying to know I leave behind a lasting impact. I'm 
so grateful it happened, and I'm thankful to every single one 
of you. 

Moi moi.

 

Carolina Hurricanes Top Prospects: 1-10 

While the Hurricanes may not have a truly elite prospect, the 
amount of high-end players in their prospect pool is truly 
impressive. 

By Matthew Somma 

Make sure you’re sitting down for this next sentence. The 
Hurricanes have drafted incredibly well over the past four 
drafts and it has led to the team having one of the deepest 
pipelines in the NHL. Although the team did not draft a truly 
elite talent in this past draft, they did an excellent job of 
stocking the pipeline with numerous high-upside players. 
Two of these players find their way into the Hurricanes’ top 
10 prospects as well.  

In case you forgot, I mostly rank the prospects on three 
criteria: upside, how they fit the system and how close they 
are to the NHL. I may like a certain player more than 
someone else does, but I try not to let personal bias get in 
the way of these rankings. Therefore, I can safely say that 
Tuukka Tieksola is not number one even though he’s the 
most fun out of these prospects. We’ll start with number 10 
and work our way to number one, so let’s get started. 

10. Anttoni Honka, RHD 

2020-21 stats: four goals, 27 assists, 31 points in 58 games 

2021-22 team: JYP (Liiga) 

Honka improved tremendously this past season and was one 
of the only good players on his team. He had 31 points and 
was the only defenseman on his team to reach double digit 
points, showing how important he was to his team’s offense. 
Honka improved defensively and while he still struggles in 
his own end, he’s not nearly as much of a liability as he was 
in his draft year. I wouldn’t call him a good defensive player, 
but he’s good enough to hold his own in most instances. I’m 

putting Honka above Noel Gunler, my 11th-ranked prospect, 
because of Honka’s development this past season. While 
Gunler struggled in the SHL, Honka was able to thrive in 
Finland and emerge as a top offensive defenseman for JYP. 
His play on the defensive side of the puck improved and I’m 
a little more optimistic about Honka’s chances at seeing NHL 
games now than I was at the start of last season. I still have 
my doubts because of how inconsistent he still is in the 
defensive zone, but I’m more convinced of his potential.  

9. Ville Koivunen, LW 

2020-21 stats: 23 goals, 26 assists, 49 points in 38 U20 
games 

2021-22 team: Oulun Karpat (Liiga) 

Koivunen is a hard-working prospect that could be one of the 
most skilled prospects in the Hurricanes’ pipeline. There’s a 
ton to like about this prospect in the offensive zone and it’s 
clear that he’s too good for the Finnish U20 league. His shot 
is elite, he’s an incredibly smart player and playmaker and 
has top-six upside. All that Koivunen needs to work on is his 
skating. He is a weak skater and it can occasionally hamper 
his effectiveness on both ends of the ice. Still, when you 
have a player with this much skill and upside, you take a 
chance on him. You can help a player improve his skating 
stride and speed to at least become an average skater. 
Besides, if Koivunen is able to do all of what he can do now, 
imagine how good he’ll be as soon as he gets faster. This 
was my favorite pick in the Hurricanes’ 2021 draft because of 
Koivunen’s pure skill level. He’s a player that could slot into 
the Hurricanes’ top six in three to four years and make an 
immediate impact. He’s ranked ninth overall because I 
believe that Koivunen’s skating is a major barrier. If he can 
improve on his stride this season, I’ll be more convinced. 
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8. Pyotr Kochetkov, G 

2020-21 stats: 2-2-1 record, .931 save percentage with 
Torpedo 

2021-22 team: Torpedo Nizhny Novgorod (KHL) 

Kochetkov has been the goalie of the future ever since the 
Hurricanes drafted him in 2019. A big goalie with high levels 
of athleticism is going to be given every chance to succeed 
in the NHL, and Kochetkov is that type of goalie. I’ve been 
disappointed with Kochetkov’s usage in the KHL since he 
was drafted because I feel that teams refuse to play him 
despite some excellent performances in net. Kochetkov 
faced a high volume of shots on multiple occasions with 
Torpedo this past season and kept his team in games. As it 
stands right now, it’s looking like Kochetkov will either be the 
backup or split starts roughly 50/50 this season. He’ll get an 
opportunity to prove that he has what it takes to become an 
NHL goalie and, if everything goes right, could be ready for 
an NHL role sooner rather than later. He’s the Hurricanes’ 
best goalie prospect by far and should be in the NHL in the 
next couple of years. 

7. Scott Morrow, RHD 

2020-21 stats: eight goals, 40 assists, 48 points in 30 games 

2021-22 team: UMass (NCAA) 

Morrow is the highest-ranked prospect of the Hurricanes’ 
2021 draft picks, but that’s not a knock on the quality of the 
players that they picked. It’s more of a testament to how well 
the Hurricanes have drafted in recent years. Give it time and 
Morrow could easily be a top-five prospect in the system. He 
does a lot of things incredibly well. He has a great shot, he 
sees the ice at an elite level, his skating is elite and he’s one 
of the smartest players on the ice at any given moment. 
Morrow has the potential to become a true top four offensive 
defenseman if developed properly. What better school to 
develop at than UMass? They’ve developed a ton of NHL 
talent recently, namely Cale Makar, and Morrow will get the 
chance to see top minutes in one of college hockey’s best 
conferences.  

Morrow and Honka are similar players, although I think that 
Morrow is more likely to see NHL ice time due to his size and 
stronger defensive play. I’m ranking Morrow ahead of the 
Hurricanes’ other two second-round picks in 2021 for two 
reasons. First is his pure upside. While I don’t know if 
Morrow will ever be a top pairing defenseman in the NHL, 
he’s likely to see top four minutes and a ton of power-play 
time. He could easily have 40 to 50 points in a season given 
how he plays. The second reason is that he’s the top 
defenseman in a pipeline that is a little weak on defenders, 
meaning that he’ll have fewer hurdles to jump over on his 
path to the NHL. Morrow will take time to develop and we 
might not see him in the NHL for three or four years, but he’ll 
be a fun player to watch when he does make it. 

6. Tuukka Tieksola, RW 

2020-21 stats: nine goals, nine assists, 18 points in 37 
games 

2021-22 team: Oulun Karpat (Liiga) 

Number six in the rankings but number one in our hearts. 
Tuukka Tieksola is one of the Hurricanes’ most exciting and 
dynamic prospects. Sure, it was fun to see him bully the 
Finnish U20 league after his draft year, but what makes me 
feel comfortable putting Tieksola this high is the fact that he 
was able to play at that same level in the Finnish Liiga on 
occasion. He won’t always cut through three defenders and 
deke past the goalie for an easy goal, but he’ll always make 
the smart play and play with a ton of pace.  

The fact of the matter is that when Tieksola is on his game, 
he’s the best player on the ice. I’ve said it before on the 
Tracking the Storm Podcast and I’ll say it again: Tuukka 
Tieksola skates like Sebastian Aho and sees the ice like 
Teuvo Teravainen does. I’m not saying that just to say that, 
either. I believe that Tieksola’s vision is truly elite and his 
skating sets him apart from other players at the Liiga level. 
He isn’t able to perform consistently just yet and there are 
some games where he can tend to disappear, but my 
goodness is he fun to watch when he’s on his game.  

For those of you that are curious, the Red Bull helmet is 
given to each team’s top U20 scorer. 

This goal didn’t count due to goalie interference, but to make 
this move at top speed and get the shot off is nothing short of 
impressive.  

Just a casual takeaway and deke through the defense to fool 
the goalie. No biggie. 

And this is how well Tieksola sees the ice. The first thing that 
I noticed when I scouted him back in 2019 was how good of 
a cross-ice passer he was. He has only gotten better since 
then.  

I could talk about Tieksola all day long, but I think I’ve made 
my point clear. If Tieksola has another great season in 
Finland, then I don’t think it’s out of the question to see him 
in the NHL lineup in the fall of 2022.  

5. Jamieson Rees, C/W 

2020-21 stats: eight goals, six assists, 14 points in 29 games 

2021-22 team: Chicago Wolves (AHL) 

I enjoyed watching Rees in the AHL this past season. His 
style of play is a really good fit for the pro game and it’s clear 
that he’ll be a top contributor for Chicago next season. I’d 
describe Rees as an agitator with some offensive flair to his 
game, similar to the likes of Brendan Gallagher and Travis 
Konecny. Rees is a pain to play against. He’ll chirp you, give 
you an extra slash after the whistle and get under your skin 
in an effort to make you take a penalty. He’s damn good at it, 
too. You can’t sleep on Rees in the offensive zone, either. 
He works his tail off and has a good amount of skill to his 
game. Rees has slick hands, an unrelenting motor, a wicked 
wrist shot and solid playmaking skills. He has the ability to 
make defenses look silly and tends to strike at opportune 
times. This following clip is still my favorite since he toe 
drags a poor defenseman into the Shadow Realm. 

He even fooled the play by play commentator, too. Rees’ 
upside might not be as high as a player such as Morrow or 
Tieksola but he does have the advantage of playing in the 
AHL this past season. I believe his game will translate to Rod 
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Brind’Amour’s system and that he’ll be a perfect fit on this 
team in the near future. Rees will need another year at the 
AHL level due to the fact that the AHL will be much more 
competitive this year. The league isn’t losing most of its 
talent to taxi squads or European clubs this year, so it’ll be 
better for Rees’ development.  

4. Dominik Bokk, RW 

2020-21 stats: nine goals, nine assists, 18 points in 29 
games 

2021-22 team: Chicago Wolves (AHL) 

Bokk turned me into a believer this season. I was worried 
that after a failed stint with Djurgardens in the SHL at the 
start of the season that Bokk’s performance in the AHL 
would be lackluster. He proved me wrong in a big way. Bokk 
seemed to be everywhere with Chicago and was a constant 
threat when he was on the ice. Very few players can 
command the attention that he can in the offensive zone, and 
fewer players are able to score with as much ease as Bokk. 
I’ve said it before and I’ll say it again: it’s amazing what 
happens when you give a talented prospect top-nine minutes 
and power-play time. Bokk still has a long way to go and I’d 
like to see him become less selfish when the puck is on his 
stick, but you can’t deny the talent. He’s an absolute 
offensive force and could be a 30-goal scorer at the NHL 
level if he reaches his full potential. 

3. Jack Drury, C 

2020-21 stats: ten goals, 20 assists, 30 points in 41 games 

2021-22 team: Chicago Wolves (AHL) 

I’ve admittedly been a little down on Drury in the past simply 
due to the fact that I wasn’t convinced of his offensive 
upside. His performance in the SHL this past season proved 
me wrong. Drury was a force in both ends and was one of 
the strongest two way forwards on his team. Drury’s skating 
has held him back in the past and this season with Vaxjo 
was the first time I had seen it become a strength for him. 
After a strong campaign in Sweden and an SHL 
championship, we’re looking at when Drury makes it to the 
NHL.  

It could be as early as this fall given how he developed this 
past season. I still don’t believe that Drury has the highest 
upside of the Canes’ prospects, nor am I convinced that he 
can handle more than third-line NHL duties, but there’s no 
doubt in my mind that he’s their most NHL-ready prospect. 
Drury could be a very good two-way center at the NHL level, 
similar to the likes of Jordan Staal. I know that won’t mean 
much to the goals = good crowd, but every team needs a 
strong two-way center in order to win games. Drury could be 
that guy as early as this season, although I expect him to 
start in Chicago. 

2. Ryan Suzuki, C 

2020-21 stats: five goals, five assists, ten points in 26 games 

2021-22 team: Chicago Wolves (AHL) 

Suzuki had a great season despite some okay point totals 
across the World Junior Championships and his time with the 
Chicago Wolves. We have to look beyond the point totals 

and look at Suzuki’s development as a player this past 
season instead. Suzuki developed an edge to his game and 
was willing to attack the puck and get involved in board 
battles, something that he never would have done prior to 
this season. One of the biggest concerns about Suzuki when 
he was drafted was that he was a little too passive for some 
scouts’ liking. I don’t see that as an issue, anymore.  

Suzuki isn’t going to wow you with his physicality or 
forechecking, but the fact that he’s willing to do both things 
now is a huge development. Suzuki still has elite hockey 
sense and playmaking ability, he still has a good shot and 
he’s still a good skater. Now that he’s more aggressive on 
the attack, he’ll be able to do damage on a more consistent 
basis in the offensive zone. With some extra development 
time and a full AHL season under his belt, it’s possible that 
we’re looking at a much more complete player at this time 
next year. We could even be talking about Suzuki as a 
possible middle-six option for the team if things go as 
planned. I’m fully expecting Suzuki’s offensive game to take 
off in a big way next year now that he knows what it takes to 
play in the pros. 

Number One: Seth Jarvis 

2020-21 stats: 15-12-27 in 24 WHL games/7-4-11 in nine 
AHL games 

2021-22 team: Portland Winterhawks (WHL) 

Jarvis is still the undisputed top prospect in the Carolina 
Hurricanes’ pipeline. While other players may have 
developed and moved up in the depth chart, none of them 
can match the upside and talent level of Jarvis. Jarvis is the 
only player in the Hurricanes’ prospect pool that I could 
realistically see on the first line. Sure, players like Tieksola 
and Suzuki could be first-line options, but Jarvis is a much 
more realistic possibility.  

There’s not too much to dislike about Jarvis’ game. There 
are games where he won’t stand out and he’ll still finish with 
two primary assists and three shots on goal. There are 
games where he’ll take over every shift and be a constant 
threat in the offensive zone, scoring goals and making plays 
happen while making defenses look silly. He’s a 
tremendously gifted player and while Brayden Point 
comparisons may be optimistic, it’s still very likely that Jarvis 
sees top-six NHL minutes.  

His brief stint in the AHL this past season showed us how 
good of a player he could be. I love Jarvis’ stickhandling and 
shooting ability and think that they don’t get as much love as 
his playmaking does. Sure, he’s a great passer, but have you 
seen his shot? It’s lethal. Jarvis won’t see as much 
development this season since he’ll be back in the WHL, but 
I’d expect to see him on the penalty kill as well. That should 
help Jarvis grow as a two-way player. You’d be hard pressed 
to find a player that works as hard as Jarvis on every shift 
and I can’t wait to see him in a Hurricanes uniform. After all, 
look at how excited he is to be here. 

Those are the top 20 prospects in the pipeline. I know some 
folks are going to wonder where Patrik Puistola is since I 
didn’t rank him. He’s outside of the top 20 for me and needs 
to have a good season in order to find his way onto next 
year’s rankings. I haven’t been impressed with his play for 
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two seasons now, so that’s why I didn’t feel comfortable 
ranking him. Regardless, the fact that the Hurricanes have 
this good of a pipeline after being a playoff team for the past 

three seasons speaks to how well the team has drafted in 
recent years. The future is still bright, folks.

 

About Last Season: Max McCormick 2020-21 Performance Review and Grade 

The forward logged just 12 games with the Carolina 
Hurricanes over the 2020-21 season, spending most of his 
time as a staple on the team’s taxi squad. 

By Ryan Henkel 

Max McCormick 2020-21 Season By The Numbers 

 Age: 29 

 NHL Seasons: 5 (partial) 

 Scoring: 2 goals, 1 assist, 3 points in 12 games 

 Advanced Numbers: 42.6 CF%, 34.21 SCF%, 35.57 
xGF%, 100.0 GF% 

 Average TOI: 7:43 ES, 0:02 PP, 0:04 SH 

 Contract Status: Unrestricted Free Agent 

It was certainly a strange season for Max McCormick. 

McCormick re-signed with the Carolina Hurricanes on a one 
year, two-way deal at the start of the 2020-21 season and 
began the year on the team’s taxi squad. 

The forward served as one of the team’s primary callups, but 
had to battle through injury, managing to put up two goals 
and three points in 12 games while averaging just 7:49 of ice 
time per game. 

He managed to first find a spot on the Hurricanes’ starting 
roster pretty quick into the season after Carolina was without 
six players due to a COVID-19 outbreak in the locker room, 

and in his first game, he brought some good energy, playing 
7:18 with one shot and four hits in an eventual 1-0 overtime 
victory over the Tampa Bay Lightning. 

But in the next game, he accidently wiped out Petr Mrazek 
trying to backcheck to break up a 2-on-1 play. Mrazek wound 
up leaving that game and missed a few months with a 
broken thumb, and just a bit after that, McCormick 
subsequently got boarded by Blake Comeau and ended up 
missing the next few months as well with an upper-body 
injury of his own. 

McCormick did wind up making his way back into the lineup 
in late April with Jordan Martinook and Brock McGinn both 
out with injures. 

He did well for himself in that short sample, having good 
chemistry as part of the energy line with Morgan Geekie and 
Steven Lorentz. 

He even put together a two-game goal streak for himself — 
his first time scoring since 2018 — in back-to-back games 
against the Dallas Stars. 

McCormick battled hard down the final stretch and even 
came to blows with a fight against a Nashville Predators 
player in the final regular season game of the year, but that 
would be all there was for his 2020-21 season. 

He wasn’t expected to do much, but McCormick had a 
memorable few games for the Hurricanes and was a part, 
albeit small, of helping them along the way to becoming the 
regular season Central Division champions.
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About Last Season: Brady Skjei 2020-21 Performance Review and Grade 

Skjei bounced back from a rough start to last season to 
emerge as a valuable piece of the Hurricanes’ blue line.  

By Andrew Schnittker  

Brady Skjei 2020-21 Season By The Numbers 

 Age: 27 

 NHL Seasons: 6 

 Scoring: 3 goals, 7 assists, 10 point sin 52 games 

 Advanced numbers: 52.51 CF%, 51.22 SCF%, 
52.91 xGF%, 53.33 GF% 

 Average TOI: 17:59 ES, 0:03 PP, 2:40 SH  

 Contract status: Three years left at $5.25 AAV 

Coming into the 2020-21 season, there were questions about 
the wisdom of the Hurricanes’ decision to spend a first-round 
pick on Brady Skjei at the 2020 NHL trade deadline. Through 
the first part of the season, those questions were amplified.  

Skjei continued to struggle in the Hurricanes’ system, and 
defensive lapses and costly turnovers weren’t an uncommon 
occurrence. But, partway into the year, a switch seemed to 
flip. It seemed that, like players such as Dougie Hamilton and 
Jake Gardiner, it took Skjei some extra time to adjust to the 
Hurricanes’ system, which asks a lot of its defensemen.  

He started to show why the Hurricanes wanted to go and get 
him, demonstrating the two-way ability to make things 
happen with his skating, jump into the play in the offensive 

zone, break the puck out and transition it up the ice. Skjei 
settled into a second-pairing role with Brett Pesce, a match 
seemingly made in heaven.  

Pesce’s rock-solid defensive ability makes him an ideal 
player to cover for Skjei when he ranges to make plays in the 
offensive zone, and Skjei in turn provides a perfect 
complement and balance to Pesce’s shutdown abilities.  

Despite Skjei playing difficult minutes alongside Pesce 
against tough competition, the Hurricanes controlled 
possession and play with him on the ice, as all of his above 
possession metrics are positive.  

Skjei also proved his worth in the defensive zone throughout 
the season, using his skating and stick to break up plays. He 
also finished fourth on the team with 62 blocked shots, and 
showed his physicality at times with 66 hits. 

Skjei’s biggest contributions defensively came down a man, 
as he emerged as one of the team’s key penalty killers. Skjei 
played 2:40 per game on a Hurricanes penalty kill that 
finished third in the NHL. 

While Skjei is probably a bit overpaid with three years left at 
$5.25 million per season, that’s far from an outrageous price 
tag if he continues to bring what he brought to the 
Hurricanes’ top four at both ends of the ice in the second half 
of last season. And, with Dougie Hamilton gone, Skjei’s play 
will be even more important going forward.  

Skjei bounced back from his rough start to the 2020-21 
season to prove why the Hurricanes viewed him as a top 
target and valuable addition to their blue line. 
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About Last Season: Jesper Fast 2020-21 Performance Review and Grade 

A newcomer to the team, Jesper Fast came in and provided 
the Canes a depth forward option to play on the power play 
and the penalty kill.  

By Alec_Sawyer 

Jesper Fast 2020-21 Season By The Numbers 

 Age: 29 

 NHL Seasons: 8  

 Scoring: 6 goals, 13 assists, 19 points in 46 games 

 Advanced Numbers: 53.39 CF%, 53.42 SCF%, 
53.01 xGF%, 42.11 GF% 

 Average TOI: 12:58 ES, 1:08 PP, 1:10 PK 

 Contract Status: 2 years remaining at $2 million 
AAV 

An addition to the Hurricanes via free agency in the 
offseason, Jesper Fast came into the fold to provide his 
services as a mid-six forward that could play on both the 
power play and penalty kill, when needed.  

Playing in that depth role, Fast had a relatively solid 
campaign. He finished 10th on the team in points with 19, 
right on a 25-30 82-game point mark that he’s lived in for 
pretty much his entire career. His advanced numbers were 
great, as they were for most members of the team, with 
CF%, SCF% and xGF% over 50% and the best of his 
season apart from his 11-game rookie year.  

He averaged over 1:00 per game on both the power play and 
penalty kill, finishing the season with four power-play points. 
He played the eighth-most average minutes among the 
forwards, right in that third-line range, and offered a quick 

and effective option that put up a fairly expected amount of 
points.  

Fast came in for the Canes and started a little slow on the 
scoresheet, scoring just one point in the first six games of the 
season. He found the net himself for the first time 12 games 
into the season in a loss to the Tampa Bay Lightning, tallying 
two goals in that game against Andrei Vasilevskiy.  

His first opened the scoring in that game in the first period, 
and then he added a power-play goal with less than one 
minute left in the second to tie the game at 2-2.  

Fast added another two-point game in early match with a 
goal and an assist against the Red Wings, and then he also 
had a goal and an assist later that month against the Blue 
Jackets and again on April 1 against the Blackhawks. Of 
Fast’s 19 points, eight came in multi-point games.  

That goal against Chicago was his most exciting of the 
season, as Fast netted the game winner with just 29 seconds 
left in regulation to give the Canes a 4-3 win.  

Fast, a playoff veteran after his years with the Rangers, 
contributed in the same way in the playoffs, playing in all 11 
games while putting up one goal and two assists.  

Fast had one assist in the Nashville series, in a game two 
win, and also had an assist in the first game against Tampa. 
He scored his first playoff game for the Canes in game four 
against the Lightning, scoring just 39 seconds after Teuvo 
Teravainen to give the Hurricanes a 2-1 lead early in the 
second period.  

The Hurricanes never needed Fast to be a top scorer, and 
he wasn’t, but he provided an important role for the team in 
one of the depth forward positions. With his ability to play in 
any situation, play good minutes and contribute occasionally 
on the scoreboard, Fast was productive in his first year in a 
Carolina sweater. 
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Hurricanes sign Heimosalmi, Koivunen to ELCs 

The Finnish defenseman and forward become the first 
prospects from the 2021 class to sign with the team. 

By Andrew Schnittker  

The Hurricanes have signed one of their 2021 draft picks, as 
the team announced Sunday that defenseman Aleksi 
Heimosalmi, the 44th overall pick in the draft, signed his 
three-year, entry-level contract. He’s the first player from the 
2021 class to do so.  

The deal will pay Heimosalmi $750,000 in at the NHL level in 
2021-22 and 2022-23, and $775,000 in 2023-24. He’d make 
$80,000 at the AHL level all three seasons, and will have a 
$277,500 signing bonus.  

The official release from the team follows:  

‘CANES SIGN ALEKSI HEIMOSALMI TO ENTRY-LEVEL 
CONTRACT 

Defenseman was selected 44th overall by Carolina in the 
2021 NHL Draft 

RALEIGH, N.C. – Don Waddell, President and General 
Manager of the National Hockey League’s Carolina 
Hurricanes, today announced that the team has signed 
defenseman Aleksi Heimosalmi to a three-year, entry-level 
contract. At the NHL level, the deal will pay Heimosalmi 
$750,000 in 2021-22 and 2022-23 and $775,000 in 2023-24. 
The deal will pay Heimosalmi $80,000 at the American 
Hockey League (AHL) level for all three seasons, and he will 
receive a signing bonus of $277,500. 

“Aleksi is a highly skilled, two-way defenseman,” said 
Waddell. “We’re excited for him to take the next steps in his 
development.” 

Heimosalmi, 18, tallied 21 points (4g, 17a) in 35 games with 
Assat’s junior team in Finland’s top junior league in 2020-21. 
The 5’11”, 170-pound defenseman ranked first in goals, 
assists and points among the team’s blueliners while serving 
as an alternate captain. The Pori, Finland, native was named 
Best Defenseman at the 2021 IIHF Under-18 World 
Championship after ranking tied for second in goals (2), third 
in assists (6) and tied for first in points (8) among 
defensemen at the tournament. Heimosalmi also 

represented Finland at the 2019 World Under-17 Hockey 
Challenge, earning one assists in five games. He was 
selected by the Hurricanes in the second round, 44th overall, 
of the 2021 NHL Draft. 

Update: The Hurricanes have also signed forward Ville 
Koivunen, the draft’s 51st overall pick, to an identical 
contract. Here’s the official release:  

‘CANES SIGN VILLE KOIVUNEN TO ENTRY-LEVEL 
CONTRACT 

Forward was selected 51st overall by Carolina in the 2021 
NHL Draft 

RALEIGH, N.C. – Don Waddell, President and General 
Manager of the National Hockey League’s Carolina 
Hurricanes, today announced that the team has signed 
forward Ville Koivunen to a three-year, entry-level contract. 
At the NHL level, the deal will pay Koivunen $750,000 in 
2021-22 and 2022-23 and $775,000 in 2023-24. The deal will 
pay Koivunen $80,000 at the American Hockey League 
(AHL) level for all three seasons, and he will receive a 
signing bonus of $277,500. 

“Ville is a skilled, competitive winger,” said Waddell. “He 
continues to improve every year, and we are excited to 
watch him develop as a pro.” 

Koivunen, 18, recorded 49 points (23g, 26a) in 38 games 
with Karpat’s junior team in Finland’s top junior league last 
season while serving as one of the team’s alternate captains. 
The 6’0”, 168-pound forward was named the league’s Rookie 
of the Year and selected to the Second All-Star Team after 
ranking third in the league in goals and points. Koivunen also 
added four assists in five playoff games, leading the team in 
that category and ranking tied for first on the team in points 
during the playoffs. In 2019-20, he was named the Best 
Forward and Best Player of Finland’s under-18 league after 
posting a league-high 27 goals and 71 points in 37 games 
with Karpat’s under-18 team. The Oulu, Finland, native has 
represented his home country at numerous international 
tournaments, including the 2019 World Under-17 Hockey 
Challege and the 2021 IIHF Under-18 World Championship. 
Koivunen was selected by the Hurricanes in the second 
round, 51st overall, of the 2021 NHL Draft.
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The Athletic / NHLPA ‘strongly encourages’ players to get vaccinated, 
warns of potential loss of pay 

 

By Michael Russo and Katie Strang Aug 14, 2021 732  

 

During a call that lasted more than an hour last week, NHL players were 
“strongly encouraged” by the NHL Players’ Association to get fully 
vaccinated and warned about potential loss of pay during the upcoming 
season if they do not do so. The NHLPA discussed the potential for 
teams to withhold paychecks should an unvaccinated player contract 
COVID-19 or if an unvaccinated player can’t accompany his team on 
road trips where local or federal authorities require vaccinations to enter. 

On Monday, the Canadian government opened the border to Americans 
or Canadians living in the United States as long as they’ve been fully 
vaccinated for 14 days and show proof of a negative test result within 72 
hours of their arrival. 

Unvaccinated individuals who arrive in Canada – whether a resident or 
not – still must quarantine for 14 days. 

The NHLPA and NHL have been engaged in constant discussions about 
policies and procedures for next season that will satisfy both safety and 
compliance measures and provide the best chance at being able to 
complete a full season without any major shutdowns or scheduling 
snafus. Unlike last season, when the schedule was constructed with 
some flexibility should outbreaks occur, this season has significantly less 
maneuverability. Part of that is due to a potentially compressed schedule 
as a result of the 2022 Winter Olympics in Beijing (a decision on NHL 
participation is expected to come down later this month), and part of that 
is due to the desire to play a full NHL schedule to stave off the adverse 
economic impact COVID has wrought on the league and teams. 

When those protocols and policies are agreed upon, they will then be 
submitted to federal and local governments for consideration. It is not 
immediately clear whether these protocols and provisions will include any 
explicit provisions on unvaccinated players and potential loss of pay, but 
the union informed its members of the possibility last week so as to 
provide adequate time and information to make plans for the upcoming 
season. 

“It sort of puts the pressure on everyone,” said one player. “You don’t 
want to be the reason your team plays shorthanded or is forced to be 
stuck inside your hotel like last season.” 

NHL deputy commissioner Billy Daly confirmed north of 85 percent of 
NHL players are vaccinated.  The WNBA boasts a 99 percent vaccination 
rate. The NFL is pushing 90 percent, according to a report in the 
Washington Post last month. As of June 23, MLB teams had reached a 
vaccination threshold of 85 percent. On July 20, NBPA executive director 
Michele Roberts said NBA players were 90 percent vaccinated. 

On Wednesday, the Winnipeg Jets became the first team to announce all 
employees, event staff and fans, including children between the ages of 
12-17, must provide proof of full vaccination and wear masks next 

season. As of now, the league seems to be allowing individual teams to 
set their own policies based on a number of factors, including 
government restrictions. Former NHLer Sean Avery tweeted he’s been 
told the NHL has asked its New York City-headquartered employees to 
be fully vaccinated by Sept. 13 or they’ll be placed on unpaid leave. 

Multiple sources believe it’s unlikely the NHL will mandate that players 
receive a vaccine; those sources indicated it’s more realistic that both the 
NHL and NHLPA will abide by governmental guidance and public health 
recommendations and put certain guard rails in place that make 
unvaccinated players subject to stricter policies and protocols. 

Daly said he couldn’t speak to the substance of the union’s call with 
players, but feels it’s premature to discuss protocols for next season. 

“There’s still lots of back and forth and lots of things still on the table,” 
Daly said in an email. 

“We are working with the NHL on a constant basis to try to resolve all 
outstanding issues related to COVID and protocols in place for the 
(upcoming) season. We’ve been in constant contact with the NHL at all 
levels and with our own membership, discussing frequently both with the 
executive board as an entity and with individual players who have 
questions and comments,” NHLPA executive director Don Fehr said. 

Though NHL player vaccination rates are high, there were some players 
on last week’s call who voiced concerns about potential financial 
implications for those who wish to remain unvaccinated. 

“It’s about 80 percent of guys think we should all be vaccinated then the 
20 percent that are like, ‘No, this is stupid, we shouldn’t have to,’ which I 
guess we are all entitled to our own opinion,” one player on a Canadian 
team said. “But when guys start being told they may miss pay, they are 
starting to change their tune.” 

At least one player on the call broached the idea of national interest 
exemptions for entry into Canada for NHL players; national interest 
exemptions are modifications of rules and protocols (these national 
exemptions were required for both the 2020 postseason hub city setup 
and for last season). But the NHLPA did not express confidence that 
such an exemption would be granted, particularly because Canada is 
becoming more stringent about border travel, not less. In fact, amongst a 
series of tweets Friday, Canada’s prime minister, Justin Trudeau, said by 
the end of October Canada will require commercial air travelers to be 
vaccinated. 

Even though NHL teams fly into Canada on chartered aircraft, the 
NHLPA is preparing its unvaccinated players for the potential that they 
may not be permitted to accompany their team into the country if the 
government won’t allow them in. And, if that’s eventually the case, it’s 
likely they would have their salaries withheld for the time they’re away 
from their teams. 

Multiple NHL player agents told The Athletic they have counseled their 
clients to comply with vaccination advisories and warned about the 
potential implications should they fail to do so. 

Though the majority of their clients are already vaccinated, some NHL 
agents said they have had to broach discussions with players who have 
expressed concerns with vaccines. Those concerns have run the gamut, 
prompting conversations about health, politics and sources of information 
about vaccines.  One agent said he strongly encouraged his clients to get 
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vaccinated and asked that those who had reservations speak with their 
personal doctors for medical advice. 

Most feel players will take the plunge (or jab) once it starts impacting 
their ability to operate as usual in a team setting. 

Once hockey resumes, unvaccinated players may be subjected to stricter 
protocol and compliance measures similar to the NFL and may be asked 
to test, practice, dine and convene in different settings than their 
vaccinated teammates. Once the season begins and teams start 
traveling, that can make logistics even more complicated, particularly 
with Canada’s governmental regulations. 

Even the NHL’s offseason protocols have been very different for 
vaccinated and unvaccinated players. 

Fully vaccinated individuals are essentially given carte blanche to come 
and go as they please when training at any club’s facility. Individuals who 
are not fully vaccinated must attend offseason training sessions 
separately and are subject to myriad protocol provisions. 

Two weeks ago, the league sent a memo to all clubs to instruct them that 
with COVID-19 cases on the rise, all clubs are prohibited from allowing 
their players to be part of all organized corporate, community and 
charitable interactions with fans (handshake lines, fist bumps, autograph 
sessions, speaking engagements, etc.). The memo said “the NHL and 
NHLPA will continue to monitor the vaccination rates and surge in the 
variants as the offseason progresses to determine if a modification to this 
approach for the start of training camp or the regular season is 
warranted.” 

WITH COVID-19 CASES ON THE RISE, THE NHL SENT A MEMO TO 
ALL CLUBS THIS WEEK PROHIBITING ALL ORGANIZED 
CORPORATE, COMMUNITY AND CHARITABLE INTERACTIONS 
WITH FANS (HANDSHAKE LINES, FIST BUMPS, AUTOGRAPH 
SESSIONS, SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS, ETC.) 

— MICHAEL RUSSO (@RUSSOHOCKEY) AUGUST 6, 2021 

The memo also said all media and broadcast personnel (both in-house 
and third party) who are interacting with players or hockey operations 
personnel must be fully vaccinated and masked at all times during such 
interactions. That could be an indication that the league plans to allow 
fully vaccinated and masked media to have face-to-face interactions with 
vaccinated players and coaches this upcoming season rather than to 
conduct interviews virtually. 

The Athletic confirmed Sportsnet’s Elliotte Friedman’s report that the 
league further specified in a memo this week that “any person whose job, 
role, position or access entails or entitles them to have personal 
interactions (within 12 feet) with Club Hockey Operations personnel” and 
players must be fully vaccinated. 

The NHLPA, according to one agent, has tried to paint a realistic picture 
for players about potential barriers should they decide not to get 
vaccinated.  

In essence, the message imparted to players was that they have the right 
to decide whether they get vaccinated or not, but private employers also 
have the right to put protocols in place. If a player is not willing to adhere 
to those protocols and it impacts his work duties, it could impact his 
ability to collect his full salary. 

One NHL team executive believes that a potential loss of pay will be the 
biggest impetus to vaccinating those who remain on the fence. 

“When you hit them in the wallet, people tend to come around,” he said. 

One prominent player, who has strong opinions when it comes to 
COVID-19 and didn’t want to get the vaccine, said he decided to get 
vaccinated so he wouldn’t be bothered by any future repercussions. 

Another player who had COVID-19 last season but is not yet vaccinated 
returned home to Canada this offseason. Because he was unvaccinated, 
he was required to submit one negative test before arriving and then 

another negative test upon landing in his Canadian province. He then 
quarantined for 14 days and had to test once more during Day 8 of his 
quarantine.  

“So, basically three tests in 16 days,” the player said. 

That player told The Athletic he plans to get the vaccine when he returns 
to the United States. Though he feels he already has immunity built up 
from having it, he’s going to get vaccinated out of consideration for his 
teammates. 

“Now, I’ll definitely get the vaccine because I don’t want to be the cause 
of anybody on my team getting sick or, to be honest, not get paid.” 

One unvaccinated player The Athletic talked to said he didn’t want to get 
the vaccine during the hockey season because he was told the side 
effects of the vaccine were more severe for individuals who previously 
had the virus. 

This player was one of dozens of NHLers who entered the NHL’s 
COVID-19 protocol during a season that saw 53 games rescheduled. 

“Like for myself, I was more worried about getting the vaccine during the 
year because I heard stories about people feeling like crap for two weeks 
if you had COVID and then got vaccinated,” he said. “Then we got into 
the playoffs, and I didn’t want to risk the vaccine because if you had 
COVID last season, you didn’t have to get tested the 90 days after 
having it anyways.” 

Now, with the NHL and NHLPA huddling to try to pull off a season that 
represents some modicum of normalcy, safety and comfort for players, 
and an increased incentive to vaccinate, more players are likely to jump 
on board, including this unvaccinated player. 

“If there’s a chance you’re not getting paid or suspended from your team, 
it definitely makes you think differently,” the player said. “My gut? 
Everybody – or almost everybody – is going to get the vaccine now.” 

The Athletic LOADED: 08.16.2021 
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TSN.CA / Team Canada player profile: Laura Stacey 

 

By Meaghen Johnson 

 

Laura Stacey 

Position: Forward  

Hometown: Kleinburg, Ont. 

Age: 27 

Laura Stacey has an impressive resume on her own, with two world 
championship medals and an Olympic silver, but it also doesn’t hurt that 
she has a hockey pedigree as the great-granddaughter of Hall of Famer 
King Clancy.  

She wears No. 7 in honour of Clancy, whose number hangs in the rafters 
at Scotiabank Arena in Toronto. 

"Growing up with a role model like him to look up to definitely gives you 
motivation," Stacey told CBC in 2017. "I want to continue his legacy." 

Stacey started playing hockey at the age of four, featuring for various 
teams in the Greater Toronto Area. She won several Esso Medals of 
Achievement with Vaughan in 1999-00, 2000-01 and 2002-03. 

In 2007, she took home a silver medal with the Toronto Redwings at the 
Ontario Women’s Hockey Association (OWHA) provincials (Bantam A). 
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Two years later, she was named to the OWHA all-star team for a game 
against Canada’s women’s under-18 team. 

Stacey continued to enjoy success leading up to her collegiate career. In 
her 2009-10 season with the Aurora Panthers (Intermediate AA), she 
was second in team scoring and was named to the Provincial Women’s 
Hockey League (PWHL) all-star team. She also won a silver medal with 
Ontario Blue at the 2009 National Women’s Under-18 Championship. 

The following season, Stacey was second in scoring for her Toronto club 
and helped lead the team to gold at the PWHL championship as well as 
silver at the OWHA provincials (Intermediate AA). She also featured for 
Ontario at the 2011 Canada Winter Games, where the team finished 
second. 

In 2011-12, Stacey brought home more hardware with the Toronto Aeros: 
a silver at both OWHA provincials (Intermediate AA) and the PWHL 
championship, as well as the PWHL regular season crown. She led her 
team in scoring that year, second overall in the PWHL, and also captured 
gold with Ontario Red at the 2011 National Women’s Under-18 
Championship. 

It was during this time that Stacey first caught the eye of Hockey Canada. 
She won both a silver and gold medal at the IIHF Under-18 Women’s 
World Championship in 2011 and 2012, respectively. In the 2012 
tournament, Stacey was tied for the team lead with seven points in five 
games. 

She played for four seasons at Dartmouth from 2012 to 2016. In her 
rookie year, she led all Dartmouth freshmen in scoring with 22 points and 
was named to the ECAC All-Rookie Team. As the team’s captain in 
2015-16, Stacey led the Big Green in scoring with 23 points and was 
named to the Ivy League First All-Star Team. 

During her collegiate career, Stacey also spent time with Canada’s 
under-22 and development teams, winning two golds and a silver at the 
Nations Cup from 2015 to 2017. 

She was cut from the senior team for four consecutive years before 
finally making her women’s worlds debut at the 2017 IIHF Women’s 
World Championship, where the team took home silver. Stacey also 
earned a bronze medal at the 2019 world championship, recording a goal 
in the quarter-final win over Germany. 

Following her tenure at Dartmouth, Stacey was selected third overall by 
the Brampton Thunder in the 2016 CWHL Draft. In her first season, she 
was named CWHL Rookie of the Year and an all-star after finishing with 
24 points in 20 games. 

The following year, Stacey missed most of the season while being away 
for Canada’s Olympic centralization camp in Calgary. She represented 
her country at the 2018 Olympics in PyeongChang and, at 23, was one of 
the youngest members of the team. 

After winning silver at the PyeongChang Games, Stacey returned to her 
club (now relocated to Markham, Ont.) and scored the game-winning 
goal in overtime to give the Thunder its first-ever Clarkson Cup victory. 

She was once again named an all-star in 2018-19 with 25 points in 24 
games. It would be her final season with the team after the CWHL 
ceased operations in 2019. 

After the league folded, Stacey and many of her Canadian teammates 
joined the PWHPA in an effort to form a viable professional women’s 
hockey league in North America. She currently plays for Team Bauer in 
Montreal. 

In this year’s Dream Gap Tour showcase in Calgary, Stacey finished with 
two goals and two assists in five games, helping lead her team to a win in 
the championship game. 

At 5-foot-10, Stacey is tied with Natalie Spooner as the tallest player on 
the Canadian team, and she has always tried to use her physical 
attributes to her advantage. 

“My size and my speed are things I’ve been fortunate to be given,” she 
told The Hockey News in 2019. “Having that longer reach and that bigger 
frame for driving the net and creating chaos – I do try my best to use that 
to my advantage.” 

In 2018, Stacey started the LS7 Sticks in for Charity Road Hockey 
Tournament. In its inaugural year, all proceeds went to support Our Lady 
of Sorrows, an elementary school in Stacey’s family neighbourhood, in 
an effort to have more children active in sports. 

When the COVID-19 pandemic forced the tournament to be cancelled in 
2020, the charity instead donated over 500 medical masks to Toronto’s 
Sick Kids Hospital. 

TSN.CA LOADED: 08.16.2021 
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TSN.CA / Despite missing star goalie, Finns aim to chase gold at 2021 
women’s worlds 

 

By Meaghen Johnson 

 

When Finland’s women’s hockey team hits the ice in Calgary for this 
month’s IIHF Women’s World Championship, they’ll do so for the first 
time as the reigning silver medallists. 

The Finns are coming off their best-ever result at a world championship, 
finishing as runners-up after losing to the American in the gold-medal 
game in 2019. Now, the third-ranked team in the world believes they can 
challenge for gold. 

“We have always believed that when we work hard, we can reach that 
level where the U.S. and Canada are,” captain Jenni Hiirikoski told TSN. 

The Finnish team kicks off the tournament on Aug. 20 against Canada, 
which can be seen live on TSN. At the 2019 women’s worlds, the Finns 
upset the Canadians in the semifinal by a score of 4-2. 

If the Finnish are to shock the Americans or Canadians this time around, 
they’ll need to do it without their star player from 2019, goaltender Noora 
Räty. 

Räty, who made a combined 93 saves in Finland’s final two games 
against Canada and the United States in the 2019 world championship, 
told Finnish newspaper Ilta-Sanomat that she had to decline participation 
in this year’s tournament because of her work commitments. 

Räty runs a goaltending school in Minnesota where she lives, and told 
the Finnish outlet that she couldn’t afford to take the time away. 

Earlier this year, when the tournament was set to take place in Halifax 
and Truro, N.S., in May, Räty told TSN that she was unlikely to 
participate due to border and travel restrictions that would have affected 
her. The tournament was cancelled by the Nova Scotia government on 
April 21 due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic but later rescheduled 
for Calgary. 

“We were in that situation earlier in the spring,” Hiirikoski said about the 
team missing Räty. “Obviously Räty has always been the big factor for 
us. But now it's time for new girls to step up.” 

Although losing Räty is a blow, Finland’s blue line will still be bolstered by 
Hiirikoski, who is widely considered to be one of the top defenders in the 
world. She was the tournament MVP in the 2019 world championship, 
and has been named the best defender at the women’s worlds seven 
times (2009, 2012, 2013, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2019). 

“It's not my most wanted question to talk about myself,” said Hiirikoski. 
“It’s obviously an honour to hear those kind of things about you. I think in 
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these tournaments, in women's worlds, there is a lot of really good 
defenders so it's nice to be on that list.” 

Eight players on Finland’s roster will be making their world championship 
debuts. Goaltenders Anni Keisala and Meeri Räisänen haven’t played at 
a women’s worlds since 2016, although Keisala was on the roster in 
2017, and Räisänen was named to the 2018 Olympic team but did not 
play. 

“We have a couple rookies, so it will be a different team, said Hiirikoski. 
“When we put the lion jersey on, we're ready to fight for the medals.” 

One advantage that Finland may have over Canada and the United 
States is meaningful game action. North American players have had 
limited ice time since last year due to COVID restrictions affecting the 
PWHPA and international competitions. 

But Finland’s Naisten Liiga was the first women’s hockey league in 
Europe to return to play, starting its 2020-21 season last September. 
Hiirikoski captains Luleå HF in the Sweden’s Women’s Hockey League, 
and she led her team to both the regular season and playoff 
championship. 

“It’s hard to say if it will give any advantage for us, but obviously it has 
been really good for our girls that we have had the chance to play the 
whole season,” said Hiirikoski. 

The Highs and Lows of 2019 

Fifteen players were part of the team that shocked everyone at the 2019 
world championship. With the tournament taking place in Espoo, Finland, 
the hosts had the crowd on their side as they prepared for their semifinal 
showdown against Canada, a team that had beaten them 6-1 during the 
preliminary round. 

Canada jumped out to 1-0 lead just over two minutes into the game, but 
this time, Finland fought back to tie things up before the end of the 
period. Hiirikoski gave her team the lead on the power play in the second 
period, and although the Canadians would draw level again, Susanna 
Tapani notched another for Finland to put them ahead, 3-2. 

"You have the thought process, ‘Jeez, are we gonna be able to do it? Or 
are they, again, gonna come back and score the couple goals that they 
usually do?’” Räty told TSN in March. 

But there was no comeback from Canada, thanks in large part to Räty’s 
43-save performance. Finland added an empty netter to seal the biggest 
win in the team’s history. 

After the whistle blew, Hiirikoski remembers being in almost a state of 
shock. 

“I remember that I said, ‘Oh my God, what happened?’” she said. “We 
were just so focused on what was going on on the ice, so it was kind of a 
huge moment.” 

Finland would go on to face the United States, which had won four 
straight world championship gold medals, in the final. 

“We didn't have anything to lose,” said Hiirikoski. “We knew that we have 
all of Finland behind us and the home crowd and they came there to 
cheer for us. We just wanted to give everything that we still had.” 

“It was surreal. I grew up five minutes from that rink and it was sold out,” 
said Räty. 

The championship game was deadlocked through 60 minutes by a score 
of 1-1. On paper, it looked like a tightly fought match, but the Americans 
dominated much of the play, outshooting the Finns 37-18 after three 
periods. Räty once again stood tall for her country against a heavily 
favoured opponent. 

“We knew that the fact that we were even in overtime – all the pressure is 
on USA,” Räty said. “We could just go out there and have fun. Of course 
we wanted to win. You want to win that game; you want to bring home 
the gold. But again, I felt like we could play a lot more relaxed than USA.” 

“We had a good mindset and we knew that it's only one goal,” Hiirikoski 
said about her team preparing for overtime. “One goal will give our dream 
result.” 

Just over 10 minutes into OT, it looked like that dream result came true. 

Hiirikoski made a rush up the ice and took a shot on American goalie 
Alex Rigsby, who couldn’t control the rebound. Rigsby ended up sliding 
out of her crease as Hiirikoski skated by, and Petra Nieminen potted the 
puck in the open net. 

She immediately threw off her gloves and helmet as her teammates 
surrounded her to celebrate what appeared to be Finland’s first-ever gold 
medal. 

But as the Finnish players rejoiced, Räty noticed that something was 
wrong. 

“I see [American captain] Kendall Coyne [Schofield] hop on the ice and 
go to the ref. So it's like, ‘Girls, girls! No, they're going to video [review], 
we can't celebrate yet. They're reviewing it,’” she said. 

“I think it took a couple minutes to realize that the Team U.S. captain was 
talking with the referees still,” said Hiirikoski. “So then I knew that, okay, 
something is going on. So I just wanted to go and ask, ‘Is there 
something that we need to know?’” 

The IIHF video judge reviewed the goal for apparent goaltender 
interference. Hiirikoski did make contact with Rigsby, but the goalie was 
already out of her crease from her own momentum while trying to make 
the initial save. 

The Finnish players waited anxiously for more than 10 minutes while the 
play was being reviewed. 

“It just takes forever. That 12 minutes felt like two hours because we're 
about to do something special. We're about to make history,” said Räty. 
“So you’re just waiting and waiting and you really have no clue which way 
it's going to go.” 

After the length delay, the referee stepped out of the box and signalled 
no goal. The IIHF later released a statement saying that the judge 
disallowed the goal due to “non-incidental goaltender interference.” 

IIHF Playing Rule 186 v. states: 

An attacking skater who makes contact other than incidental with a 
goaltender who is out of his goal crease during game action will be 
assessed a minor penalty for interference. If a goal is scored at this time, 
it will not count. 

While IIHF Playing Rule 183 ii says: 

Incidental contact is allowed when the goaltender is in the act of playing 
the puck outside his goal crease, provided the attacking skater makes a 
reasonable effort to minimize or avoid such contact. 

The IIHF stated that both of these rules were taken into consideration for 
the goal judge’s decision. 

Adding to the confusion: the referee then assessed Rigsby a two-minute 
penalty for tripping Hiirikoski (on-ice penalties are not reviewable). 

“As much as you want to think about it, you can’t change it,” said Räty. 
“So just deal with it and then control what you can control. I just don’t 
want to spend my energy on speculating on what happened or what 
didn't happen.” 

Finland would go on to lose to the U.S. in a shootout, and while the 
players take immense pride in their silver medal, there still remains some 
mixed feelings over the result. 

“I probably would have rather lost like 6-0 than the way that we lost,” said 
Räty. “Personally, I don't like that you decide such a big game in a 
shootout… If you go out and you lose 6-0, you say, ‘Okay, the better 
team won.’ But I'm not sure if the better team won this time. 
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“It sucked, the way the game went, but at the same time, you were just 
so proud of what we accomplished. We still made history. We made it on 
home ice. And we almost took down the best team in the world. So I was 
very proud of what we did, even if I was, at the same time, so sad 
because we were so close.” 

Support for the Finnish women poured in from around the world, 
including on social media from former players like Canadian great Hayley 
Wickenheiser. The Finnish Ice Hockey Association later announced that 
it would pay the Finnish team the bonus allotted for winning a gold 
medal. 

“I think everyone was really proud of the team, especially how we 
played,” said Hiirikoski. “That's the biggest thing that I'm proud of – that 
we played really good hockey and we gave everything and we were 
ready to fight when it mattered.” 

“I feel like it was really cool to see how the whole Finland and the whole 
hockey world came together to support our team,” said Räty. “It’s not 
always been the case where women's hockey is being taken seriously in 
Finland. So I think we really made our mark in history and now people 
actually know us and know that we are a real deal.” 
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TSN.CA / Team Canada player profile: Victoria Bach 

 

By Meaghen Johnson 

 

Victoria Bach 

Position: Forward 

Hometown: Milton, Ont. 

Age: 25 

A year after being denied the opportunity to make her women’s worlds 
debut because of COVID-19, Victoria Bach is ready to introduce herself 
at this year’s IIHF Women’s World Championship.  

Hockey wasn’t always Bach’s choice of sports. She started out as an 
avid soccer player, but the 2002 Olympics in Salt Lake City changed her 
mind and her focus.  

“They really inspired me,” she told The Athletic. “I wanted to be just like 
them.” 

Bach played for two seasons with the Oakville Jr. Hornets before joining 
the Mississauga Jr Chiefs. In the 2013-14 season, she led the Provincial 
Women’s Hockey League (PWHL) in goals and points and helped 
Mississauga earn gold at the Ontario Women’s Hockey Association 
(OWHA) provincials  She and the Chiefs also won silver at the PWHL 
Final Four.  

Bach also found success with provincial teams, winning gold with Ontario 
Blue at the 2012 National Women’s Under-18 Championship and again 
the following year with Ontario Red. In her senior year of high school, 
Bach won gold at the 2014 IIHF World Women's U18 Championship and 
finished second in team scoring with four goals and seven points.   

Bach played for four years at Boston University, where she became a 
standout in the NCAA. She holds several school records, including all-
time goals (104), all-time points (198), most goals in a single season 
(39), and most points in a season (67). She is the first woman in program 
history to reach the 100-goal mark (Marie-Philip Poulin scored 81 during 
her tenure with the Terriers), and she was a top-three finalist for the 2018 

Patty Kazmaier Award, given to the top collegiate player in women’s 
hockey.  

Bach, who is listed as 5-foot-4 and 124 pounds, told The Athletic that she 
had plenty of incentive during her NCAA career. 

“Growing up a lot of people told me, ‘I don’t think you’re going to make it 
anywhere in hockey. You’re too small. You’re not going to adjust to the 
NCAA level,’” she said. “I always used that as motivation to prove people 
wrong.” 

While Bach was playing for Boston, she also spent time with Canada’s 
development team, winning consecutive gold medals with the squad in 
2015 and 2016 at the Nations Cup. She made her debut with the senior 
team at the 2018 Four Nations Cup, winning silver. She was initially cut 
from the roster before being called up due to an injury.  

That same year, Bach was also selected third overall by the Markham 
Thunder in the CWHL draft. In her rookie season, she led the team in 
scoring, played in the CWHL All-Star Game and was named CWHL 
Rookie of the Year. This would be her lone season with the team, as the 
CWHL folded in 2019. 

Bach was not named to the roster for the 2019 IIHF Women’s World 
Championship, and with the 2019 Four Nations Cup cancelled, she was 
left with limited international experience. She did feature in seven games 
against the Americans from late 2019 to 2020, scoring her first two goals 
for the senior team in a 4-1 win against the United States on Nov. 9, 
2019. She followed that up with two more goals and an assist in the 
Rivalry Series, including the overtime winner in Canada’s lone victory of 
the series on Feb. 4, 2020.  

Bach was named to the roster for the 2020 IIHF Women’s World 
Championship, but the tournament was cancelled due to COVID-19. 
Bach was one of three Canadian players who was set to make her 
women’s worlds debut, along with Claire Thompson and Sarah Fillier.  

When the CWHL ceased operations in 2019, Bach joined her Canadian 
teammates in the PWHPA, which was formed in an effort to create a 
viable professional women’s hockey league in North America. Bach 
appeared in four Dream Gap Tour showcases, including both Toronto 
stops.  

She currently plays for Team Sonnet in the Toronto region. At this year’s 
Dream Gap Tour in Calgary, Bach recorded two goals and four assists in 
five games. 
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TSN.CA / Team Canada player profile: Jocelyne Larocque 

 

By Meaghen Johnson 

 

Jocelyne Larocque 

Position: Defence 

Hometown: Ste. Anne, Man. 

Age: 33 

Jocelyne Larocque has been patrolling Canada’s blue line for more than 
a decade. The two-time Olympic medallist is preparing for her eighth 
world championship and was part of the Canadian team that last won 
gold at the women’s worlds in 2012.  

Larocque is of Métis descent. Earlier this year, she was named the 
Manitoba Indigenous Female Athlete of the Decade, given to her by the 
Manitoba Aboriginal Sports & Recreation Council. In 2018, she won the 
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Tom Longboat Award, which is given annually to recognize Indigenous 
athletes “for their outstanding contributions to sport in Canada.” 

Larocque grew up playing on boys’ teams in Ste. Anne, Man., and was 
the first female to play in the Winnipeg High School Boys League. She 
played for Manitoba at the 2003 Esso Women’s Nationals and at the 
2005 National Women’s Under-18 Championship, where she was named 
top defenceman. 

When she was 16, she moved away from home to join the Calgary Oval 
X-Treme in the Western Women’s Hockey League (WWHL). She played 
for three seasons with the club, winning the WWHL championship each 
year, and also took home gold at the 2007 Esso Women’s Nationals. 

Larocque enjoyed a tremendous collegiate career at the University of 
Minnesota-Duluth, winning the NCAA championship twice, including in 
her rookie year, where she was named to the WCHA All-Rookie Team 
and All-Tournament Team. The following season, she became the first 
Bulldog defenceman to earn NCAA First Team All-American honours. 

Larocque spent most of the 2009-10 season in centralization with 
Canada for the 2010 Olympics. After she was cut from the team, 
Larocque decided to return to the Bulldogs for the second half of the 
season, even though it meant forfeiting an entire year of NCAA eligibility. 
The defenceman posted a plus-22 rating and helped lead the team to a 
second NCAA championship in three years. 

As the team captain in 2010-11, Larocque was once again a First Team 
All-American and was also named WCHA Defensive Player of the Year. 
She was a finalist for the Patty Kazmaier Award, given annually to the 
best collegiate player in women’s hockey. She finished as the highest 
scoring defenceman in UMD’s history with 105 points in 127 games. 

Larocque spent several years with Canada’s under-22 development 
team. She won gold with the squad twice at the Air Canada Cup in 2006 
and 2007 and competed in three MLP Cups, taking home two more golds 
and a silver. 

She made her debut with the senior team at the 2008 Four Nations Cup, 
where the team won silver. She scored her first international goal in a 6-0 
win over Finland. 

After being cut from the 2010 Olympic team, Larocque made her 
women’s worlds debut at the 2011 IIHF Women’s World Championship, 
helping Canada take home silver. A year later, Larocque and her 
teammates won gold. Since then, she has won four additional world 
championship silver medals and one bronze. 

In 2014, she made her Olympic debut at the Sochi Games, helping 
Canada to a fourth consecutive gold medal and recording an assist in the 
gold-medal match against the United States. 

Four years later at the PyeongChang Games, Larocque and her 
teammates would fall 3-2 in a shootout to the Americans in the gold-
medal match. Larocque received some criticism from social media when 
she removed her silver medal during the postgame ceremony. She 
apologized the next day, saying her emotions got the better of her. 

"It's one of those things that in moment, you're getting a silver medal — 
not gold — and you're training so hard with your teammates for that gold 
medal, your perspective is really, really narrow," Larocque told the 
Winnipeg Free Press earlier this year. 

"Honestly, looking back, and this is no disrespect to the 2014 team, but 
that 2018 team was literally the best team I've been a part of. I'm not 
saying we were all best friends, but we were so close. We had gone 
through so much together and I'm insanely proud of that silver medal, I 
really am.” 

Before the Sochi Games, Larocque was selected sixth overall by Alberta 
in the 2012 CWHL Draft before being traded the following season to the 
Brampton Thunder. In her first season with the team, she was second in 
scoring among Brampton defencemen and played in the inaugural CWHL 
All-Star Game, the first of four all-star nods in her career. 

She was named captain for the 2015-16 season, and in 2018, a year 
after the team had relocated to Markham, she led the Thunder to the 
Clarkson Cup, the team’s first championship in 10 years. It would also be 
the last, as the CWHL ceased operations in 2019. 

After the CWHL folded, Larocque, alongside many of her fellow 
Canadian and American national team players, joined the PWHPA with 
the goal of setting up a viable professional women’s league in North 
America. 

Larocque currently plays with Team Sonnet in Toronto. At this year’s 
Dream Gap Tour in Calgary, she picked up an assist in the championship 
game, although her team lost 4-2 to Team Bauer. 

Last year, Larocque took part in the Hockey Canada Skills Coach 
Seminar, earning a certificate as a skills coach with the national 
organization. 

“I feel lucky that I can do this while I'm playing,” Larocque told 
hockeycanada.ca. “It can be challenging to fit everything in, but I love it 
and it's something that I want to continue even once I'm done playing.” 
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